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CONTENT AND AIM OF THE THESIS: 
 
Dissertation studies the usage of memory politics (and related historical arguments) in Victor 
Orbán´s political rhetoric first as a tool employed in his campaign against the EU and its 
Hungarian proponents, and secondly as an illustrative example of what used to be called today 
“illiberal democracy” or simply said, populist politics. The aim of dissertation is to manifest to 
what extent Orban´s rhetoric faces inconsistency first vis a vis his political career and secondly at 
the level of political rhetoric itself which analysis unveil manipulative elements hidden behind 
ostensibly exhibited “honest” arguments. 
 
 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION: 
 
Dissertation works with clearly defined research questions approached in a properly constructed 
structure with the use of reasonably selected theoretical background translated into a sober and 
transparent methodological framework based on content analysis of selected Orban´s speeches. 
Conceptual work is driven by memory studies´ authors, especially by Bernhard and Kubik´s 
understanding of the sense of disputes of the 1989 turning point. Number of analyzed texts is 
impressive, still the author´s approach is consequent and does not neglect anything important; 
also the definition of key terms in the introduction has contributed to a clear flow of arguments. 
I also appreciate that Jakob put his topic into a “soft” comparative Central European context 
which made the topic less specifically Hungarian showing a lot of similarities with neighboring 
countries. 
 
 
PRESENTATION AND STYLE: 
Both, presentation and style are clear and make the text easy to understand. 
 
 
COMMENTS: 
Dissertation deals exclusively with English sources (which is not an objections) hence 
something might be “lost in translation” and it´s hard to assess what Orban says when 
addressing the EU and his country-fellows with one and the same topic. Without the knowledge 
of Hungarian we know nothing about it but it would be interesting to find out more how Orban´s 
PR strategy toward the EU differs (if) from the strategy used home. 
 
 



QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS: 
1. Which role is played by elements of conspiracy theory? Is it just a tool or one of the essential 
features of Orban´s political rhetoric? 
2. How to define political connotations of Orban´s rhetoric – is it more leftist or more rightist? 
3. Does Orban´s rhetoric display typical elements of a discourse? If yes, how we could define it? 
 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
Dissertation definitely meets formal demands for an M.A. dissertation.  
Proposed assessment: excellent (1). 
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